OKC Dentist Changes Dental Office Name to Grace Jun Dentistry

After opening her doors for just over one year, Dr. Grace Jun has changed her dental office name to Grace Jun Dentistry from Grace Dentistry to better distinguish her practice. Grace Jun Dentistry provides a range of services from family/general dentistry to restorative to cosmetic dentistry in Oklahoma City. Get to know Dr. Grace, her philosophy on patient care, and her journey into the dental world.

OKLAHOMA CITY (PRWEB) December 14, 2018 -- OKC dentist, Dr. Grace Jun, has rebranded her dental office from Grace Dentistry to Grace Jun Dentistry. While most patients do refer to Dr. Grace Jun as “Dr. Grace” the name change allows her to distinguish her practice from other businesses. The name change came about in November 2018, one year after Dr. Grace’s initial opening. While changing the office name came with many hurdles, it is proving to have a positive outcome.

About Grace Jun Dentistry

Grace Jun Dentistry, family and cosmetic dentistry office, was opened in October 2017 and is located on North May in Oklahoma City. Dr. Grace and her team are committed to providing the ultimate dental experience, not just once but for the rest of the patient’s life. In fact, what Dr. Grace loves most about dentistry, are the long-lasting relationships she is able to build with her patients.

Striving to be the Best OKC Dentist

Locally owned and operated by Dr. Grace herself; integrity, care, responsibility, and level of professionalism are at the highest standard. A dental experience with Grace Jun Dentistry is like no other. From top-notch care to premiere dental technology and procedures to amenities that include blankets, neck pillows, paraffin wax hand treatments, music streaming and above chair TV’s all to make the visit as comfortable as possible.

Dr. Grace has a particular passion for full smile makeovers. This can be in the form of porcelain veneers, dental implants, teeth whitening, Invisalign and more. She offers all patients free cosmetic consultations so that they have the opportunity to express their oral concerns prior to making a commitment. Dr. Grace will layout treatment plans that work for the patient’s lifestyle and budget to help them achieve the smiles of their dreams.

About Dr. Grace

Dr. Grace’s story of becoming a dentist is no small feat. Her family immigrated to the United States from South Korea in the 1980s. Having parents not fluent in English, Grace had to tackle academics on her own while overcoming language barriers herself. Dr. Grace still isn’t quite sure how she did it, but she did. She went on to the University of Oklahoma on a dance scholarship where she graduated with a degree in psychology.

However, it wasn’t until the age of 33, after getting married and having kids that she turned her sights on dentistry. With her children still very young, she was able to get into the University of Oklahoma College of Dentistry. With the support of her family, continuous hard work and a true skill set for dental aesthetics and patient care, she is where she is today doing what she loves most.
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